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OEM Activated Carbon Foot Warmers with Customized Package

  

Function: Keep warm Place of Origin: Mainland China Size: 9.6cmX7cm Shelf life: 3 years Product type: warm foot patch Applicable parts: feet
Fever time: 6 hours Average temperature: 45? Maximum temperature: 52? Heating-up time: 3 minutes 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price  

Contact Supplier 

ManufacturerQingdao HuoNuo Maxwarm Commodity Co., Ltd 

Description 
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The foot warmer is used to keep your feet warm in winter. Above 40 degrees can be warm for more than 5-8 hours.

One-stop foot warmers manufacturers. Browse a wide range of foot warmers. Custom your own package and create your own brand foot
warmers.
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The U-shaped tape of the warm foot patch is neatly sealed and has no material clamping.

The warm foot patch adhesive uses high-quality medical adhesives.

How to use?

Tear off the adhesive (or without tearing off the adhesive) and put it directly in the shoe.
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A safe and warm patch-suitable for people of all ages. For people:

Beauty-loving women.
In the cold winter, women who love beauty can put on a foot warmer when shopping, going to work, and playing. Warm your body and your
heart, just like the love of a boyfriend, staying with you all day long, warm and caring!

People who need to get rid of the cold.
Warm patches can drive away cold, especially suitable for people who have stomach cold, uterine cold, joint rheumatism and other discomfort
caused by cold in the body.

Beautiful bride.
To hold a perfect wedding in the cold winter, of course, warm patches are indispensable. A thin piece, the stickers will be warm all day long,
beautiful and not freezing! Show your brightest smile and be the most beautiful bride!

Children going to school.
The warm stickers my mother gave me gave me a whole day of warmth, so that I would never fear the cold in class and outdoor activities!

The elderly at home
Of course, the elderly at home in winter must first be particularly caring. Put a piece of warm patches on the hearts of grandparents, parents,
and vests to increase blood circulation and keep them warm throughout the winter!

Field activist
When working and activities in the field, put on a heat warm patches to keep you warm from the cold and keep you warm all day long!
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